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Martin C & Thimann K V. The role of protein synthesis in the senescence of leaves.
I. The formation of protease. Plant Physioi. 49:64-71, 1972.
(Crown College, University of California. Santa Cruz. CA)

The progress of senescence was characterised creased proteolysis via decreasing protein synby protein synthesis, chlorophyll loss, marked thesis when the rate of bulk leaf protein synincreases in protease activity, and proteolysis. thesis in mature leaves islow. In addition, the
The synthesis of proteases appeared to be of evidence we presented was convincing; the
prime importance since substances that sup- progress of senescence was accompanied by
pressed senescence (cycloheximide and kine- increased protease activity, and both cyclohextin) also inhibited5the development of protease imide and kinetin suppressed the increase and
activity. [The SC! indicates that this paper has were very effective in delaying senescence.
been cited in over 210 publications.]
Until August 1970, when some aspects of
senescence were presented in a paper to the
American Society of Plant Physiologists at a
C.C. Martin
meeting in Bloomington, Indiana, I believed
Southedge Research Station
we had a plausible case. In conversation with
Queensland Department of Primary
Joe Varner, then president of the American SoIndustries
ciety of Plant Physiologistsand now at WashP.O Box 174
ington University, St. Louis, Missouri, one eveMareeba, Queensland 4880
ning after the meeting, I was left in no doubt
Australia
that Varner felt I was on the wrong track. The
March 5, 1987 problem was protein synthesis. On the one
The research for this Classic article was car- hand, we presented evidence that cyclohexi.
ried out in the Thimann Laboratories, Univer- mide, by inhibiting protein synthesis, delayed
sity of California, Santa Cruz, when KV. Thi- senescence. On the other hand, the “prevailmann was provost of Crown College. The sys- ing view” was that kinetin suppressed senestem used to investigate senescence was com- cence by maintaining protein synthesis. It is
almost
prised of apical segments ofprimary oat leaves now recognized that cycloheximide
4
left to senesce in the dark.
universally delays senescence.
The reaction to our first attempt to publish
At the start of our research, generally acsome results was much more severe than
cepted views of senescence were that the
marked proteolysis, which characterised senes- Varner’s criticism. One reviewer included
what I interpreted as a personal attack on Thicence, was due to decreased protein synthesis1
mann. I could understand reviewers rubbishing
combined with a steady rate of breakdown
and that hormones delayed senescence by the work but not the people involved. On dismaintaining protein synthesis directed
by cussing this with Thimann, he said, “Don’t
2
DNA-dependent RNA synthesis, The evi- worry. They think it happens differently. We
dence presentedto support this viewpoint was
need more evidence on protease activity. The
rather complicated and tenuous, since my pre- work so far is good. That graph depicting the
decessor at Santa Cruz had shown the oppo- progression of senescence is the type that finds
site: that kinetin delayed senescence by pre- its way into textbooks.”
In retrospect, the most satisfying aspects
venting proteolysis,
not by affecting protein
3
synthesis. This, I feel, partly explains why about the work were: first, my participation
our paper was cited frequently In contrast to in the development of a system and techniques
5
the prevailing views of senescence, our con- that are still being used to produce results,
and second, that we were essentially correct
cept was simple, direct, and tangible; the
about the involvement ofproteases. They have
marked proteolysis was due to an increase in
6
proteases. It is very difficult to explain in- since been purified and characterised.
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